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ARTIST FORMATION
Cass Technical High School was an academic oasis in the heart of 1960s riot-torn Detroit. I rode the Grand River city
bus to school each day, taking advantage of the two hours of built-in study time. With six hours of art classes a day
in addition to a full course load, my schedule was tight. Over the summers I worked at an egg plant packing egg
cartons into shipping boxes. Through eight-hour night shifts I labored alongside raunchy yet hilarious workfellows.
In my Detroit neighborhood, life-long factory work was a secure career. My arduous egg packing stint proved an
asset; I resolved to make it in the art field.
At Cass Tech, I was fortunate to receive the enthused support of the art department head, Irving Berg, who was
instrumental in helping many city students win admission to fine institutions. At eighteen, scholarship in hand, I left
for the Parsons School of Design in New York City.

Literary Club at Cass Technical High School, Detroit

Good friends from Parsons

While the drawing and painting were engrossing, Parsons – and NYC itself – was another planet, far removed from
my origins in working-class Detroit. Leaving class at night, I was enchanted by the pure blue of the night sky peeking
between the skyscrapers. I was in heaven. Culturally, however, it took time to gain good footing. When fellow
students spoke of long evenings (with Andy Warhol) at Max’s Kansas City, I thought they actually flew off to Kansas.
Soon enough, I sheepishly learned that Max’s was a prestigious night club just a few blocks away on Park Avenue.
Art school was transformative. Department head Murray Tinkelman created an engaging work atmosphere, one
sparked with energy. Even now, I ponder gems of wisdom imparted by the impassioned teachers, all professional
artists. Murray Tinkelman, Lorraine Fox, Bernard D’Andrea, Joseph Bowler and Pat Steir were mentors par
excellence who offered a wide sense of freedom to explore new vistas. My most cherished lifelong role models are
from my Parsons days.
While studying at Parsons, I stayed at a modest women’s hotel where I did art on my bed. In my final year there,
four of my pieces (Inner Man, Magician, John Lennon and Rooster) were accepted into the esteemed New York
Illustrators Show – a rarity even for established artists. I was twenty years old.
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John Lennon

Inner Man

Magician

Rooster

With my school work hanging in the revered Illustrators Show, Parsons teachers warned me that my individuated
artistic style could, over the years, be lost through professionalism. This valuable warning has kept me conscious of
the tension between art for hire, and art for artistic satisfaction. Nowadays I look back wistfully on the seminal
pieces I did before job parameters drew me away from my highly personal way of making marks on the page.
It was hard to return to Detroit after the heady days of study and discovery in Manhattan. I began working at the
L&M Art Studio where I did less-than-prestigious drawings of huge cuts of meat for full-page grocery store ads at
seventy dollars a (gargantuan) drawing. However, I was soon illustrating brochures for the Ford Motor Company
and many ads for car products. My favorite piece from those years is a national ad for Libbey-Owens-Ford. My
sister, then a college student, snuck me into a University of Michigan science lab to photograph the scientific glass
vials and beakers to use in the art. Twenty-two years old, I fit right in among the campus crowds. I received five
hundred dollars payment from the studio for this double-page, full-color spread that ran in Newsweek, Time,
Fortune, and elsewhere. Man, I had to get out of Detroit.
Unexpectedly, I found that conforming to job guidelines actually had a favorable effect on my work. To be at the
top of the illustration field, one definitely has to retain a personalized and distinct style. At the same time, steel still
has to look like steel and a car should look like it weighs a couple tons or so.
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Striking this artistic-commercial
balance was a challenge that I
began to manage well. I loved the
integrity of a well-engineered
product and was always intent to
imbue my drawings with this sense
of respect. While I was still in
Detroit, art agents Frank and Jeff
Lavaty, then located on 50th Street
and Park Avenue in Manhattan,
agreed to represent me.

Libbey-Owens-Ford

1970s AND 1980s COMMERCIAL AND BOOK ILLUSTRATION
My first professional job through the Lavatys was an illustration for the article “Hindsight/Foresight” in the longgone publication Intellectual Digest. Using Leonardo da Vinci’s self-portraits as my reference, I echoed Picasso’s
famous front-profile combination where the subject looks simultaneously in two directions. Still most comfortable
drawing prone, I created the art on my kitchen floor as my beloved cat Rembrandt purred by my side, pleased to
have me at her eye level. Decades hence, this art continues to hang in our home, next to the now brown and faded
printed magazine page where it appeared.

Hindsight Foresight drawing

Hindsight Foresight in print

During my time at the L&M Art Studio in Detroit, a coworker inquired whether I would like to meet the best artist in
the city. This was certainly intriguing. After meeting him, not a day went by when we didn’t talk at length. I married
Stan Hunter, a gifted illustrator who also was developing his NYC representation. One evening at an Ann Arbor
IHOP, we laid out a map and drew a circle eighty miles around New York City – to ensure we’d be close enough. The
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day after we married in 1972, we headed east with a small U-Haul trailer, our parakeet, and our dog Duke. (While
my new husband and I were free to move far far away, my mother would not let my cat Rembrandt go.)
Stan and I loved the East, and soon purchased a house exactly eighty-five miles from the city, in Millbrook, NY. After
Detroit’s perpetually overcast winters and flat terrain, we were especially delighted to experience sunny January
days. In those early years, I remember the first time I looked downward on a farm from a hilltop in upstate New
York. It suddenly dawned on me that artists who painted from such elevations did not have to hire a plane to attain
their lofty perspective. We grew attached to Millbrook, where we raised our children and lived for almost thirty
years.
After relocating, some of my first jobs were illustrations for books featured by the Literary Guild. One of these
books was Jules Verne’s Around the World in Eighty Days. I am still startled by the care with which I applied line
work in an epic piece of Phileas Fogg and his companion rescuing a young woman. Another terrific and ongoing job I
had was illustrating a series of literary classics for the Franklin Library. I was lucky that Millbrook’s antique shops
featured vintage clothing. Before long, I accumulated a sizable collection of Victorian and Edwardian apparel. One
beaver top hat that appeared in about 90% of my illustrations is
still with me. The elegant, leather-bound Franklin Library books I
illustrated now line shelves in my living room. These days I often
include these books as elements in current paintings, creating a
sense of connection across the decades of work. Integrating past
and present feels satisfying.
I also continued to illustrate corporate ads and annual reports (and
remained active in this area until Photoshop took over the niche).
The annual reports were highly regarded competitive commissions,
and the printed books that resulted were showpieces for the
companies. Finding the perfect illustrator-to-hire was a lengthy
process for art agencies. Mine would be one of sixty or so
portfolios at the beginning of an art agency’s search. The search
usually narrowed to a familiar group of illustrators whose company
I was proud to share – artists like Jack Unruh and Alan E. Cober. It
was both an honor and adventure to do these prized publications.
To get my reference, I would visit industrial sites owned by
Condec Pipe Extruder, Ohio
conglomerates like Condec and Borg Warner. On one of these
photo-gathering treks, I found myself wading through mud in Hodge, Louisiana to get images of a paper mill.
Another time I donned goggles and hard hat at a sweltering forge. It was not glamorous, no. One time at a plant in
Ohio, I remember that while the safety inspector was engaged in conversation elsewhere, I climbed and hung from
a wall-mounted ladder to get the best angle on a pipe extruder. All for the sake of art! I got fabulous aerial photos
before I was fiercely ordered down.
Starting in the 1980s, I illustrated many advertisements that ran weekly in the New York Times, mostly in the
Sunday Magazine section. One winter, I prayed that the art agency would send me to Florida to soak up some
sunbather ambience so that I could more expertly draw vacation scenes for the Boca Raton Resort. Alas, while I got
to travel to factories and industrial plants, the art agency folk gobbled up all glamorous trips. Thus, in the dead of
January, I photographed some good-humored friends as they posed in bathing suits with faux fancy fruity drinks. No
tans.
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Boca Raton Hotel & Club

Over the years, I have worked for wide-ranging clients. I illustrated a Bombay Sapphire Gin ad that ran in The New
York Times Magazine for a year and full-page ads for The Wall Street Journal featuring CEOs of the steel
manufacturer LTV. I also illustrated large limited edition print drawings for Cunard Cruise Lines, the brokerage firm
E. F. Hutton, and defense giant ITT.
I loved doing CBS Radio Mystery Theatre ads for a series of national news magazines. In lieu of reading literary
synopses (in that pre-Wikipedia age), I invited a literature professor friend to dinner and took notes on the high
points of Shakespeare, O Henry, and Edgar Allen Poe. I wish I had saved the proofs of all of these ads, but somehow
I never considered that they would not always be available to me.
Around the same time, I
illustrated brochures for
Chemical Bank, gathering
excellent on-location reference
that I later used on various
other projects. While some
illustrators hired professional
models to photograph for their
drawings, I preferred to show
the actual company people.
Strobe lights and cameras in
tow, I thoroughly documented
Chemical Bank’s offices. The
employees were happy to pose.
Chemical Bank

When illustrating a limited
edition print for Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) featuring Alexander Graham Bell, I used my grandmother as the lady on the
telephone. She was thrilled. I also did a few ads for Adidas. Looking at the shoes now makes me feel antiquated, but
they were cutting-edge and sleek at the time.
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Digital Equipment Corporation

Adidas

General Electric DC-10 Engine

One brochure I illustrated featured a General Electric DC-10
engine. The original art hangs in GE’s corporate
headquarters.
I particularly enjoyed illustrating the annual report for
international power and automation conglomerate ABB. I
was always excited to see the hefty hard-bound reports in
print. The graphic designers were excellent, creating elegant
spreads with my artwork.
While working on an annual report for aerospace,
automotive and engineering company Allied Signal, I
remember attending meetings high in the PanAm (now
MetLife) building. The conference rooms were fascinating as
they were non-rectilinear due to the curved outer surface of
the building. Feeling chromatically inspired, I set the aircraft
against a bright orange sky.

ABB
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Allied Signal

Northwest Airlines

Northwest Airlines requested a montage piece in Leonardo da Vinci sketchbook style. However, they aimed to
include too many vignettes for me to integrate them à la Leonardo. Northwest was pleased though. In the 1980s
and 90s, my pen and ink Leonardo-esque style grew popular with some clients. Others, like Allied Signal, thought it
wasn’t new-world, high-tech enough, and opted instead for vibrant colors.
One of my favorite jobs in those Leonardo-inspired years was a group of illustrations for two “art” television ads in
the Old Master style for Johnson & Johnson – one for Reach Toothbrush and the other for OB Tampons. Each
television ad had a thirty-second and fifteen-second version. The Reach ads ran during the evening news on the
major networks. These campaigns were serious projects involving Johnson & Johnson corporate powers as well as
many art agency representatives, each with a voice and philosophic view on just how the art should look. I felt like a
lone desperado at the end of a long stream of input. Nevertheless, I learned to reflect in my work enough of their
strategic product concepts to satisfy the art directors and the client.
The Reach Toothbrush ad strategy was fascinating as I was instructed not to illustrate real teeth. Human canines
laid bare were too “carnivore-like” for the refined ad-men sensibility. For prime time television, a cartoon version
would suffice. Working and reworking sketches to meet their marketing criteria, I found the process eye-opening.
After demurely drawing friendly, pseudo-anatomical teeth, I yearned to get back to real boney structure. A friend of
mine had posed for my Johnson &
Johnson OB ad, so I used photos of
her back along with reference on
actual bones to create these huge
drawings.
Perhaps because I was from Detroit, I
was hired to illustrate a number of
national Chrysler ads. During the
preparatory phase, the Chrysler
representatives invited me to visit
their proving grounds in Michigan to
take photos. As usual, I rented a
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Chrysler to show up valiantly in a car of my client’s manufacture.
The proving grounds were enlightening and our meetings
productive. Immediately afterwards, though, the day’s plot took a
dark turn. I wandered up and down the lots, but found I had
absolutely no recollection of what my rental car looked like. A kind
employee drove me around while I clicked the key fob until the
rental car’s lights blinked. Gratefully, the art was an eventual
success! These Chrysler illustrations ran in elegant magazine

Tara’s Back

spreads for more than a season.
Some fellow illustrators aimed to be hired for
Chrysler engine, remote entry fob, and air bag
their established personal style and sensibility.
Devotion to their individual way of drawing was
of foremost importance. I respected such a view – and sometimes secretly envied their purity and ability to
maintain a lofty professional stance. However, I felt differently: illustration is simply not fine art. I worked to solve
problems and to please clients. I learned a lot as I worked with art agencies; some art directors were fabulous in
vision. When I did drawings for People Magazine, for instance, I was delighted by the directors’ concepts for the
drawings. In one illustration of the seven deadly sins, I illustrated my husband Stan as Satan. He reveled in assuming
the role.
Each job seemed to lead to the next. Thus, it was
always important to infuse my portfolio with
personal pieces that I loved to do, thereby
steering the progression of commissions towards
work I would enjoy. For a time, I received many
lucrative architectural assignments, but I dreaded
them. I remember masses of tangled perspectival
string tacked to vanishing points on my studio
floor as I labored over obtuse angles on erasersmudged paper. Doing such jobs, I was miserable.
At one point, when I was thirty-six, I wanted to
throw away the whole vocation, with all its
Satan, People Magazine
My husband Stan as Satan
pressures and expectations. I discussed this abject
burnout with a mentor who suggested that total abdication from art might not be necessary to regain professional
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contentment. He advised me to devote an hour a day to a piece of art I loved doing. Well, to devote a mere hour a
day was impossible – an hour is nothing – but I absolutely could devote a day a week to my own imaginings. Over
dinner one night, my high school-age son and I came up with an idea for a time machine watch. Stan wrote the text,
complete with an apology to users who got lost forever in time-space as a result of bugs in the equipment. After he
sketched a few mock-scientific time machine components, I went to work.

Time Machine Watch

Sketch of time machine concept

This piece was pivotal. My agent Jeff Lavaty told me that no sample by an artist of his had ever inspired so many
commissions. The art epitomized a look of inventive integrity – compelling for clients crafting a corporate image.
I learned a lot. The more artwork I did for pleasure, the more my commissions reflected my personal sensibility.
More than once, I altered my course with a new work that inspired art director enthusiasm and a big job. One must
honor one’s own strengths, weaknesses and proclivities. Before long, I enjoyed work again and felt on top of days.
In the spirit of doing artwork for unfettered pleasure, I
decided it was time to draw a personal hero in festive pink
attire.
Illustration has often been viewed as fine art’s inferior
stepsister, but more and more, I embraced the notion of
art with conscious intention. It is satisfying to solve
problems of design and composition, and then let them go.
(Deadlines are friends.) When working within one’s
capabilities, the pleasure of an assignment is limited only
by the scope of one’s imagination. Everything in my life
came to have a voice, from the novel recently read to the
Mick Jagger
landscape recently admired. I played with ideas, letting one
trigger another, sketching each as it emerged. Meandering
a tracing pad, it’s hard to anticipate the destination. I particularly loved the creative process (as well as keen art
director input) involved in one assignment to illustrate the concept “insomnia” for a pharmaceutical company.
In a similar introspective style, I illustrated Song of the Wild, a novel by Allan W. Eckert that explores a vulnerable
protagonist. My brother Jay was a young teenager when I drew him as Caleb Erikson, a boy who identifies deeply
with animals.
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In the 1990s, historical doll
and companion book producer
American Girl hired me to
illustrate two books about the
lives and times of Kirsten and
Samantha, fictional characters
who lived in 1854 and 1904
respectively. In my hometown,
I was already notorious for
inviting friends over to lunches
where, before too much wine
was served, everyone donned
costumes and posed on our
Insomnia
Song of the Wild
lawn or in our home. We
hosted many a party where
guests paraded in robes, armor, hoop skirts and gowns, or elegant white ties and top hats.
For some American Girl drawings, a very good sport and friend of my children, Jesse Rorabaugh, posed as an
American Indian astride a horse
chasing buffalo. Modeling in the
backyard, Jesse straddled a collapsing
plastic garbage bin while pretending
to fire off arrows. Oh, what we do for
art! An ordinary day gathering
reference was often a wild adventure,
beginning with, “How can I create
THAT?” and ending in relief after a
sequence of wacky simulations. I am
amazed what we devised with simple
American Girl – Buffalo Hunt
Jesse Rorabaugh as buffalo hunter
household props. Smoke and mirrors!
The American Girl books were a longterm, gargantuan job to undertake.
My extensive collections of historical
clothing was a godsend, along with a
town full of neighbors who enjoyed a
day modeling. My daughter Inga
posed for numerous illustrations,
alternatively outfitting herself as a
child, a woman, a poor immigrant and
a wealthy socialite.

American Girl – Family by Hearth

Inga as child by hearth

When photographing the American
Girl riverboat scene, I shot upwards at the people on the upper deck and photographed the lower deck folk at eye
level. All had to fit into their respective perspectival spots.
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American Girl – Riverboat with reference photos

The dock illustration was a challenge. The art
director supplied a lengthy list of elements to
incorporate, which I used as a checklist while
photographing. The American Girl team loved
my sketch and quickly approved it. Shortly
thereafter, though, when a new colleague was
invited to view the concept she enthusiastically
declared, “I want to see more, MORE! Let’s
have pigs in the street, and frolicking children
overturning the cart!” Luckily, my sketch
approval was in writing. Changes at that point,
alas, would have meant additional billing: I was
spared the pig insertions. Whims can be a dime
a dozen. My agents were experts at
negotiating and keeping client capriciousness
in check.

American Girl – Dock Scene with reference photos

Local children were wonderful models for
young immigrants and Native Americans.
In the mid-1990s, I did two large posters for
United Technologies. One poster was an
illustration of how a jet engine works. I was
delighted to work with UT engineers who
guided and corrected my depiction of complex
mechanisms, even if not my understanding of
their function. As a result, my illustrated
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explanation is ostensibly clean and linear. Nonetheless, it was all magic to me, my arrows indicating mysterious air
compressions and all that fire. Those were also the days my son was starting college at MIT. One day in a science
building he was very surprised (but I cannot add thrilled) when he came upon a glass cabinet containing his
mother’s United Technologies poster of the jet engine. At MIT, hah! Stan Jr. knew me to be completely obtuse
regarding anything mechanical. He sadly shook his head, he said. Comprehend, maybe not, but I could draw.
Regarding complex technology, I feel a humble simpatico with presumably oblivious ants who gaze at the cosmos.
In the late 1990s, illustration (for me anyway) was a dying business due to the supreme wizardry of graphic design
gurus and computer savants. Annual reports were suddenly created in house by corporate employees with a solid
sense of visual design and publishing. The world was shifting. It was sad to see the finely tuned, all-art showpiece
annual reports fade from the scene. The United Technology posters were beauties but I didn’t save them when
leaving our capacious Millbrook home. I had no choice but to cull, and culling is an indiscriminate process when one
is in mourning. My husband had just died and I was moving.
My husband Stan, a very fine painter, was diagnosed with cancer in his fifties and died in 2000, when our children
were in college. I cared for him the last years of his life – my final gift to him. One day when he was very ill, we
spent peaceful hours watching snow fall. I have not watched snow fall like that before or since. Time slowed down.
Stan died on a beautiful winter
day while resting on a quilt
sewed by my sister when we
married. The world hardly
paused; life went on. At the
end, Stan felt the pain of
leaving behind much work that
he fervidly wanted to finish. The
morning he died, I suddenly felt
Millbrook house in spring
Millbrook house in winter
the sheer finitude of our
precious time. Life decisions felt light. Imbued with Stan’s spirit, I set out on a new and (for me) brave path.
Disregarding many naysayers, I sold our beautiful Millbrook manse and gave away our cherished antique furniture
along with everything else too large for a city
apartment. Millbrook had been a good
chapter.
Thrust into a new life, I entered a master’s
program at the New York Academy of Art in
hopes of rejuvenating myself and my work. The
illustration field held little future for an artist
like me; I needed to move in a different
direction. Though I continued to grieve, the
profusely rich concepts and learned judgments
that art school offered were a balm. In the
midst of darkness, school was invigorating. My
decision to make a career transition was
perfect for me at that time. Many of my NYAA
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classmates, like me, were accomplished artists in a period of reinvention. Though in my forties, I was not the eldest
member of the class.
I should have saved more drawings and paintings from art school. Though I loved to study the human figure, my
desk was in a busy school corridor so many drawings got coffee-stained and rumpled.

Standing Woman

Seated Woman

Lying Woman

2000s OIL PAINTING
At times I fondly missed my days of illustration – the linear, purposeful projects with explicit parameters and
deadlines. Art school was a process of transformation. I had never worked much in oil and, though I loved the
flexibility, it was a challenging medium. With oil painting, there are many variables to deal with simultaneously. I can
only paint for a few hours a day because it is exhausting to capture color as well as value as light turns to shadow.
The process requires my whole attention to the extent that I startle when anyone enters my studio. At NYAA, I
savored painting from life. One begins to see beyond photographs, which tend to flatten form. In the same vein,
when working from photos one has to redraw everything. It is a journey.
I am particularly compelled by oil
paintings of individuals, children and
families. Serious portraits are
emblematic; they portray the subject
to the viewer over an extended time,
well beyond the day of the sitting. A
finely wrought portrait immortalizes a
moment and captures its importance.
No matter what projects I undertake, I
now find myself always coming back to
oil portraiture, whether to do jobs or
personal work. People are mysterious,
perpetually elusive, and thus engaging
to study.
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My first oil portraits after art school were small (11x14 inch) portraits of children. After a trip to Italy, I was inspired
to adapt Renaissance design and lettering. My painting of Zoe was the centerpiece of the Connecticut Society of
Portrait Painters show in 2006. In the exhibit, one could view it at a distance (through three galleries) as it was hung
on the end wall of the historic and beautiful Lyme Art Association building exhibition space.
I was more ambitious when painting the Marvin children, placing them against a background that continues across
the two portraits. The two paintings can thus be displayed together as a unit, yet can later be taken by each sibling
when they are adults.
One of my favorite family portraits is of the Salls family. I love to paint an ordinary moment at a fleeting time in life.
Some ages are well worth immortalizing. I picture my future self one day contemplating my portraits of my own
children. As times change us, remembrance is good.

Nicholas and Charlotte Marvin

Salls Family

It is an honor to paint professionals. I humbly consider how my portrait will define a subject’s persona to succeeding
generations. My portraits of John Knight, a master bassoonist, and John Koster, president of Koster Keunen, have an
earnest quality that I like to think will engage viewers many years from now. Men are undoubtedly more
challenging to paint than women. Because men don’t wear make-up, which outlines and delineates, masculine
features are – somewhat counterintuitively – softer. The artist must soften a man’s edges while at the same time
maintaining a semblance of ruggedness.
Exploring art through oil painting freed
me to take greater pleasure in my wellworn and beloved drawing style. When
drawing in line, all feels more stable
and less chaotically pulled together
(which, I must admit, is madly exciting
about oil painting). I periodically took
on jobs in my illustration style,
immersing myself once again in the
discipline of pen and ink. After years as
an illustrator, I am an unusually
versatile artist – which alternately feels
like a gift and a curse. While I love to
switch between mediums (one avenue
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always speaks to the others), I don’t have one distinct look. Nevertheless, it is immensely enriching to travel a path
and then return after an interlude. One advances in quiescent times and approaches the next blank canvas with
new vision.
While yet a student at the New York Academy of Art, I
regained contact with a former Millbrook neighbor,
John Gerbi. Our children had grown up together and
remained friends. In 2000, he too was widowed. From
the start, our conversations were riveting. Both of us
had enjoyed very happy first marriages, and
approached our futures with a sense of solid
grounding. John and I married in August 2003 at Trinity
Church, near Wall Street in New York City. I am deeply
On our way to be married, John and I encountered two police
blessed for John, a soul mate as well as engineering
officers who were guarding the Stock Exchange after 9/11.
guru. Thanks to his mechanical expertise, I have a
studio setup better than any I could have imagined. My canvases are now truly rectilinear and attach easily to my
art board. We have travelled to Europe and Asia to see historical masterpieces, a first for me. My horizons have
expanded – even so far as to include auto racing. John is a former race car driver who loves to recall days at his
prized Lime Rock when we visit those hallowed grounds.

2000s-2010s NEW SUBJECT AREAS: GOLF, DOGS, FLOWERS, ARCHITECTURE
Over the last years I have become an avid golf enthusiast. In 2005, I was proud to be chosen as the official artist for
the Professional Golfers Association (PGA) PLAYERS tournament, played every year on Mother’s Day weekend. I
avidly follow veteran and emerging golf stars throughout the season, and, after each year’s tournament, draw the
Sawgrass champion in his triumphal moments. A gallery in the Sawgrass Clubhouse in Ponte Vedra, Florida features
all of my original paintings. My husband John – in “Where’s
Waldo” fashion – appears in nearly every painting, usually as an
enthused fan.
Drawing each year’s winner is a true joy. I see the best of these
portraits as examples of my mature pen and ink style. I love
designing the compositions and gingerly drawing tiny faces, a task
that formerly caused me breath-stopping angst. No more. Pen and
ink is very fluid for me. I plan the crowds using PGA fan reference
while incorporating neighbors into the mix. A bunch of friends
wanted to pose as witnesses to Tiger’s amazing 17th-hole putt in
2011. Unfortunately, I had to draw them from the rear – but their
fist pumps convey their elation. The golfers are remarkable; one
cannot draw them without feeling awe.
Adam Scott won THE PLAYERS in 2004, when he was twenty-three
years old. When my husband John and I visited Sawgrass a few
years later, our waiter said he had served Adam Scott the night
before his epic victory when no one thought such a young man
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would win. I am very glad Scott prevailed, and that he perseveres
as a PGA star. I admit, I can’t help but feel loyal to the players I
have painted. Adam Scott owns the first numbered print of the
limited edition series featuring my portrait of him. For this piece, I
enlarged him in relation to the crowd behind. These golfers are
larger than life.
I drew Stephen Ames in serious mode. I am fortunate I was not
under tremendous time pressure as I did this drawing about ten
times to achieve the subtlety of expression I desired.
In addition to kindling my passion for golf, my work of late has also
energized my interest in the vibrant arena of canines and canine
art. In 2011, I entered and won a contest sponsored by the New
York Academy of Art to illustrate the official poster of the 2012
Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show. The watercolor, pen and ink
piece I did featured Dog Show winner Hickory, a Scottish
Stephen Ames
Deerhound. Because I included dogs from every breed category,
organizing the reference was a colossal task. Once I reached the drawing phase, though, it was smooth sailing. I
particularly like the overlaying circle and box elements at the center, in imitation of Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian
Man. These dogs are certainly perfectly proportioned! I don’t think Leonardo would mind my “theft” in their honor.
In February 2012, I attended the Dog Show at Madison Square Garden in New York City and signed the posters of
my art. I am proud that my poster was their most successful ever.
In 2013, I again won the Westminster Dog Show poster art contest. My pen and ink piece called “Where the Stars
Come Out” incorporates the nighttime skyline of Manhattan above the 2013 Westminster champions as they run
with their handlers. I love how this combination captures the exhilaration of the show. In the sky, I included canine
constellations Canis Major and Minor – the stellar dogs that watch over and illuminate the festivities at
Westminster. For me, these complex pieces are reminiscent of illustration jobs of yore. These well-loved posters
have generated commissions for canine portraits – work I relish. I also participate in dog-themed exhibitions, such
as the Art Show at the Dog Show, a national juried competition where I was a finalist in 2013.

Hickory
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Drawing flowers, for me, is complete relaxation. Unlike painting in oil, which exhausts me after a few hours of intent
concentration, I can draw irises from morning until night. I feel a strong dose of silliness as I mindlessly trip and
meander over the paper. My large iris studies portray what I have come to see as non-navigable landscape. I
become a vagabond of sorts, with a sense of wonder but no agenda. Gratefully, these floral pieces don’t demand
the sit-up-straight style of right-brain attention that my line work – particularly my automotive and technical
illustration – has required over the years. I like to think that my irises bring me back full circle to my Parsons School
days of spirited (and award-winning) illustrative forays.

Gazing Iris

Iris with Bees

Viewing and painting monumental structures (unlike painstakingly rendering architectural scenes using obtuse
blueprint reference) has always attracted me. I love to ponder what medieval people must have thought when they
approached majestic cathedrals and mosques in pre-machine ages. I contemplate undertaking a series of
cathedrals, and perhaps one of bridges, but my time is more constrained than my imagination.

59th Street Bridge

Grace Church, Millbrook
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FINAL THOUGHTS
I regularly ponder vestiges of wisdom from mentors I’ve
known. One in particular, Bernard D’Andrea, is a fine
illustrator and painter who has seemed to travel on my
shoulder over the decades. I am the better for it. His
shrewd voice calls to me – sometimes a shout (“Bust the
white!), sometimes a whisper (“Growth is the biggest
secret of being an artist.”) – and creates within me a
motivating interior tension. There is always more to
consider, more to understand.
Some morsels of wisdom are so subtle that they are only
Jean Stark, me and Bernard D’Andrea in Hilton Head
absorbed (if at all) many years hence. Art is a journey.
One has to embark upon it, to grapple with it, to grow in the process. Art is not achieved in abstractions and
philosophies: it has edges and absoluteness, and must be achieved hands-on. Art is concrete. Having been a busy
illustrator for many deadline-driven years, I am disciplined about my long work hours. Habits of time and attention
deeply ingrained, my work has become a well-tread path. One boon of a long, productive career is a feeling of
relative competence.
I have heard “art” defined as creation where the artist does not entirely know the outcome herself. (Conversely,
when the creator tightly orchestrates the outcome, the work becomes craft. Replicating, say, a beautiful pottery
bowl is craft.) I find this differentiation edifying because, in spite of bountiful sketches and paint compositions, I can
never wholly anticipate the outcome when I paint. Creating art is an adventure, a battle of wits with the blank
whiteness of the canvas or paper. The potential, at the beginning, feels infinite. Soon, though, the work of art
attains a voice of its own and tells you what it requires. Art lives, for sure.
Though art feels boundless, time is finite. There is much left to do, much to explore. I want to be at the easel.
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